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ON EXTENSIONS OF FULL EMBEDDINGS AND BINDING? CATEGORIES 
Ji*i ROSICKlf, Brno 
Abstract: There are investigated extensions of full 
embeddings from a full subcategory of a given category to 
full embeddings of the whole category. Some results ensur-
ing the existence of such an extension are stated. As an 
application, the following result is given: For any regular 
infinite cardinal x̂tv there is a three-object category id^ 
.such that an equations 1 class of algebras with less than AH, -
ary operations is binding if and only if id^ can be fully 
embedded into it. 
Key-words: Category, full embedding, Kan extension, 
binding category, equational class. 
AMS: 18B15 Ref. 2.: 2.726.3 # 
Our basic situation is the following: A and C are 
categories, I is a full subcategory of C, JC*-M — * C an 
inclusion functor and Ts id—> A is a full embedding. 
In the first part, the construction of a functor L# : C —> 
— > A extending T is recalled. The goal of this construc-
tion is the following result: If M is dense in C and co-
generates C , L% exists and for any a, e A there is a 
proper class of objects of A isomorphic with it, then 1,^ 
is a full embedding whenever a full embedding S ; C — * A 
extending T exists (see 191)* Further, this part completes 
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some techniques from [93 which make it possible to show that 
in the result just quoted, the existence of S can be repla-
ced by the codensity of M. » The second part considers the 
basic situation for concrete categories A and C • There is 
introduced a new functor T, t C —•*- A extending T and 
properties of U and L^ are dealt with. This enables us 
to state results concerning extensions of full embeddings in 
the concrete setting, which is done in the third part. The 
most powerful of them, Theorems 3.5 and 3*7, are in a close 
connection with Theorem 1 from [10] and, like this Theorem, 
they are originated from some considerations of [11]. The 
last part is devoted to applications to binding categories. 
A category A is binding if the category of graphs can be 
fully embedded into it (see [2]). In[l]], a three-object cate-
gory was found, full embeddability of which into an equatio-
nal class A of unary algebras makes A to be binding and 
the problem was put there concerning the existence of such a 
small testing category for equational classes of (finitary) 
algebras. An affirmative solution for finitary algebras was 
given in [101. In this paper we show that for any infinite 
regular cardinal AK, there is a three-object category ik^ 
testing any equational class of algebras with less than A&-
ary operations. Finally, we show that under the set axiom 
mon, (M) there is a monadic category which cannot be tes-
ted by a small category. 
Concerning concepts of the category theory see [6 3. 
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§ 1. The functor L 
We sketch the construction of functors L 0, L ^ - M , ^ , 
..., L # from C to A extending T and natural transfor-
mations A ; La—> L^ for /3 *-" oc and A* : L^—• L # 
inducing the identity on K presented in C93• L0 » Looi^ T 
is a pointwise left Kan extension of T along X , which 
means that Lfic is equal to a colimit of the functor TP , 
where P: CK^c)—-*• ji is the projection of the comma catego-
ry* For an isolated oc , L^e is a colimit of a diagram ha-
ving as morphisms all morphisms of A with the domain in 
T\M. and the codomain L^^ c . Morphisms f, <$.: Tm>—^I^a 
have the same domain in this diagram if and only if 
LflC-.f tfv)£ a L<..,_,} (*$->)$. for a..>y moronism Jh> s c—**m, and 
any tn c .M • &**"'*'*0 is the component of the colimiting cone 
with the domain h0Cm^ C . For a limit oo , L^e is a colimit 
of a diagram having objects L«c and morphisms X^ 
for (I <: oc .In both cases if L^C is isomorphic to an L^c 
for /3 <- oc , then we choose L^c • L c .If for any c e C 
there is qf with L^c = L^. c m L* c , then L^ appears. 
All X are pointwise epi and commute together. Of course, 
any of constructed functors is given up to a natural isomor-
phism. Denote by <Sbg or *£# the class of all colimits 
used in the construction of L^ or L^ , respectively. Put 
5L-s *£L - ^J ^tn for oc >• 0. Lrf exists whenever A < « /3<oc5 /* • ot 
has all colimits from 5?^ and if A has all colimits from 
^ ^ and is co-well-powered , then L ^ exists. 
In [9], a left .M-full functor F s C — » A was defi-
ned as a functor full with respect to morphisms of A do-
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maining in F.M. . 
!•!• Lemma. Let L^B : C—> A be functors extend-
ing T and &:L—*£ a pointwise mono natural transforma-
tion inducing the identity on X (i.e. C X » <L& ). If JS 
is left JM -full, then L is left M -full, too. 
For the proof it suffices to begin as in the proof of 
Proposition 4 from [93 and use the fact that € is pointwi-
se mono. 
1.2. Lemma» Let JV1 generate and cogenerate C and 
F : C —> A be a functor such that FX is faithful. Then 
F is faithful. 
Proof: For any 0̂ 4=̂ ': c—*-c' of C one can find mt 9 
rmf €. A ? £ 1 cm> — > c and Jfo t cf—> mS with M,q,£ -4» ^qf£ . 
Since FX is faithful, F must be faithful. 
1.3. Definition. Let F: C—>A be a functor, X a sub-
category of C , We say that X left F -generates C if for 
a morphism £: F c — > Fc' of A , f =- F(£') holds for a 
morphism f': 0 — > c' of C whenever for any x € X and 
any morphism h s x — > c of C there exists a morphism fof ; 
• x —> c' of C such that F(&/) m £T(Jfo) . 
This definition generalizes the concept of an inductive-
ly generating subcategory X of a concrete category (C,F) 
(it means that F: C — > BmA> is a faithful functor). Dual-
ly, right F -generation extends projective generation. 
--*4. Lemma. If X left F -generates C and F' is na-
turally isomorphic to F , then X left F'-generates C . 
Proof is evident. 
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1.5. Lemma. Let P: C —> A , QiA—*B be functors and 
X a subcategory of C . If X left G>P -generates C and 
<j is faithful, then X left P -generates C . 
Proof is evident. 
1*6. Lemma. Let L : C —> A be a left Jl -full func-
tor. Then L is full iff i/L left L-generates C . 
Proof is evident. 
1.7« Proposition: Let L : C —> A be a functor extend-
ing T and JA left L - generate C . Then L is right M -
full. 
Proof: If c « C , rm,' e M. and £ : c — > mv is a morph-
ism of C , then the fulness of T implies that £L(Jk) = h(Jhf) 
for any tm s JYl and H: an,—> c -Therefore £ sr L (£') . 
A family •(£. ? of morphisms of A with the same codo-
main au is called jointly epi whenever £ =. ĉ  for any pa-
rallel pair of morphisms of A with the domain ou such that 
££^ = ^ for any -v . 
1.8. Proposition: Let X be dense in C , I: X — > C 
the inclusion, P: C—> A a faithful functor and <T(K)/Jh. • 
:tm,—> c , trrv e M. \ a jointly epi family in the full subcate-
gory of A determined by PC for any c e C . Then X left 
P -generates C . 
Proof: Following the first part of the proof of Propo-
sition 3 from t9l it suffices to take for £ from 1.3 the 
natural transformation tr: C(I-,c)—•*• CCI—^c') define^ 
by PCt^CJfoO) » £PC/^) , to use the density of X for find-
ing £* x c — > c' in C with PC£'A) =. £V(M for any 
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h J m,—> c , m, e A and to rea l ize tha t FC£') = £ for 
ATCJh,) J i s j o in t ly ep i . 
3-»9» Corollary. Let A be dense in C and L : C—*-A 
a fai thful functor extending T such tha t the unique natu-
ra l transformation 6": L0—> L inducing the ident i ty on 
K i s pointwise epi . Then JA. l e f t L-genera tes C . 
Proof: In the same way as in the l a s t six l ines of the 
proof of Proposition 3 from [93 i t can be proved that 
KliChJ)/M,\ tm*—>c , m, e Jd ? i s a j o in t l y epi family in A 
for any c e C . Hence & l e f t h -generates C by 1.8. 
Since 1.2 holds and X ** , Jl are pointwise epi, func-
tors L0>.-*, L^ , . . . , L^ f u l f i l suppositions of 1.9 whenever 
Jit co generates C . 
1.10. Corollary. Let Jri be dense in C, Ft C—>A a 
fai thful and r ight M - f u l l functor and F.M. cogenerate the 
fu l l subcategory of A determined by PC . Then Jft le f t L -
generates C . 
Proof: Let £4, <j, 1 P a — * To' such that £.Fak)»aPOfc) 
for any A/f/m,->c,!ni6M . There i s m!e JM. and M,: Fc'«—> 
—•* Tm,' with Jto,f~£Jk,q. . Since P is r ight R -full,Jfef» 
« PCJtê ) and M,fy m PCfoa) # There i s m e M and A? rm,~-v c 
with Jfc4.^ 4» ^ 2 ^ because JA generates C . Hence 
kATCMsMYCk,. Jk,) 4_FCi« îu)arJtea/PC4v) ,which i s a contradiction. 
1*11. .Theorem. Let M be dense and codense in C , L# 
exist and l e t any cu « A have a proper c lass of objects of 
A isomorphic with i t . Then LM i s a fu l l embedding. 
Procf: L * i s fai-toful by 1.2 and r igh t i l l - fu l l by 1.9 
and 1.7. Further, < I^CAO/i*, . c—i- / m ^ e l ^ i s jo in t ly 
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mono by the construction of L.̂  c for any c e C . The dual 
of 1.8 ensures that M right L* -generates C , Now, L# 
i s fu l l by the dual of 1.6. Since A has enough isomorphic 
copies of each of i t s object, L* can be chosen to be an em-
bedding (the big axiom of choice i s used here)* 
§ 2. Concrete setting 
We add to our basic situation that CC,U) and CA,T) 
are concrete categories. We shall define a functor X which 
turns out to be useful. 
Let e « C and <^ be the equivalence on VL0 e defi-
ned as follows: x~ty for * , t& e VL0 c i f f VL0(Jk>)(x) * 
as VL0(Jh,)(y,) for any M : o—> trn, in C and any tm e M. . 
Let Xc * L0c—»» X c be a morphism of A with the following 
property: V("Rc)(x) » V(5t0)(.^,) for any x, ^ c YL0c with 
*<%//£. and i f £ : L 0 c — > a i s a morphism of A with 
VC£)Cx)»VCf)(/jp fox any such x, ty , then there i s a unique 
jk-s L e — > a, in A such that Jk3tc * £ . Let fyt c—-* d be 
a morphism of C and # , /£eVL 0 c such that-x/v/g. . Then 
VL0C<jy)C*) /x/ VL0 C^X^) and l e t X (fy) be a unique morp-
hism of A such that X($,)3[ « ^ L 6 ( ^ ) . ThenX: C—*A 
i s a functor and X:L0—• L a natural transformation. More-
over, L i s an extension of T and X induces the identity 
on X because x, <JJ, c VhQm>} mv c JM. and x*J /$* implies that 
c*« VL^CioL^Cx) « VLoC-ld^H^) m <$, . Again, L i s defined 
up to a natural isomorphism. 
2 .1 . Definition. Let D: £ — * A , P : A — > X be func-
tors and a € A a colimit of D with the co limiting cone 
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^ j J)—-> a, , We say that F compresses the colimit cu 
if i¥tth)/A> € S 1 is jointly epi. 
Of course, if F preserves colimits, then it compress-
es them. 
2*2. Lemma. Let D, P, o^, t be as in the definition 
and, in addition, let FD have a colimit ,x e X . Then P 
compresses cu iff the induced morphism te,:*.—> Pa/ is epi. 
Proof is evident. 
We say that an object e of C is nearly 4 -free when-
ever there exists a natural mono transformation ^t;U—> Cte>-*J' 
We recall that for a 4-free object (L is requested to be 
iso. Examples of nearly 4 -free objects which are not 4 -free 
are supplied by concrete categories with constants because 
any object e of such a category is nearly 4 -free with fcc 
assigning to each x € He the constant morphism with the 
value X . 
2»3. Lemma. Any nearly 4 -free object is a generator 
of C . 
Proof: Let £,#.* c — ^ d be morphisms of C and £h = 
= %&, for any M: e—*> c .Hence (tĉ tl C£) =-. CCe, £){tc -» 
sr C Ce, 9̂ )(«/c » (O/^UC^,) and f » <j, because U is faithful 
and p , ^ mono. 
2.4. Proposition: Let X be a subcategory of C con-
taining a nearly 4 -free object e of C . If X inductive-
ly generates C , then X is dense in C . If v ^ (*) m 
• IK^Cx)) j % e H e , c € C are components of a natural 
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transformation V i J—> Em* ( U e, J - ) where J ; IT C —> .Eat* 
is the inclusion, then the converse implication holds. 
Proof: Let .X inductively generate C, I: X~> C be 
the inclusion, c, ot e C and ts: C(Ir-,c) — > C(I-,(i)a 
natural transformation. Let y^ € JC, <fc : x± — > c in C and 
^. <s U # j for *l =- 4, £ such that 
«v -t» ? 
(1) U ( ^ ^ ) =UC%)(z2) . 
Since <«. is natural, for -i- = 4 , 2 it holds 
(2) C C e . , ^ ) ^ . = f-el-Ct^) , 
* 1 » 
(3) Cfe,« w C < ^ ) ) ^ + -(t-a.UC^C^)) . 
Similarly, the naturality of t: implies 
(4) t - C C ^ C*,),c) . CC^.Cas^),*!)* . 
Evaluating (2) at z^ and using (1), we get Cfafi# (z^) » 
" 9 ^ ^ ^a^ .Further, by evaluation of (4) at ĝ » we obtain 
^* ̂ ^ t f ̂ ^ " ^ ^ a ^ o < ^ft' • Final--yj "the evaluation 
of (3) at z± yields ̂ ( I K ^ (%))(^)) = (^dCU(vaC<^)) CzSL)') , 
and thus UCt^ Cc^))Cz) s I l ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ because ̂  is mono. 
This observation makes it possible to find a mapping £: 
« U c — > TId such that £U (a,.) -* IX (tr̂  (<£,)) for any o(sI 
and fy : x—•>• c . Since X inductively generates C ,there 
is a morphism £'; c — > d of C with 11 (£0 = £ . Therefore 
t ** C C !-,£') and the density of JC is verified. 
The rest of the proof follows from 1.8 using the compu-
tation of the proof of 2.j applying to ->> instead of p . . 
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*> is natural if e is 4 -free or if QL is defined 
by constants. Thus 2.4 generalizes Lemma 3 from C93-> 
2.5• Proposition: Let A have colimits from ^ and XM 
contain a nearly 4 -free object e of l^c f Then X «- L^ • 
In addition, if V compresses colimits from D^ , then L^ « 
- L , • 
Proof: Let c c C , *, 'Jj. e VL0 c and # /•* /^-. Since 
VL0 <**,)(*) » VL0(JH.)C/̂ ,) for any Jh,; c —* /m, sm> e U 
and ft i s natural, L0(K)fi»c(x) m ^ ^ (VL0Cjfc,)(x) m 
^ (t̂ ^CVL0C.ij*W^ for any .*, . Therefore 
4 V L O(*> * ac VL6C <*>
 a n d **«*•* VC<*Vx)~Va^)f^) 
because (A, i s natural and mono (and therefore pointwise mono 
because £»n& i s cocomplete). 
Let £*L0c—m* cu be a morphism of A with VC£)Cx)-» 
-« VC£) C<ip for any # , >£ c VLe c , x ~ ^ . Let /m, e Ji and £',$,'j 
vTrnv -«-». L0c be morphisms of A such that Z,0(Jk)£'mLQ(Jh,)$f 
for any M.i e — > m,,m,m}& . Hence V(£')(x)~V(<}>')(*) for 
any % e TM and thus £ £ ' = £q/ . By the definition of A^ 
there i s a unique h t L,c -—*> a, such that Jfc ft s £ • Thus, 
i c 
o,4 — —» 
3L •? A and. L » L. • 
If V compresses colimits from .JLj , then V*Xe' i s epi. 
Let <wtv cM and f, $,: Tm,—> L . c such that L^C-Mf* » 
* L^Clv) ̂  for any M,: e —> <rv, m, « M. . tor any * e VT/m, 
there are x , ^ « V L f l c such that VOl
0^1 XtflsVCCH*) M * 
V(tf£)(fy)mVCq,)(%} . l i e naturality of %0^ implies that 
y ~ / j , and therefore V(??£)(*) m V(X^A)(n^) . Thus £ » 9, 
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and Ln *• L^ -
A close connection between L# and X is in a general 
case, too, beeause It C —*» .A can be obtained as a res-
triction of L# - C#—-*» A e , where C^ and A e arise 
from C and A by a suitable addition of a A -free object e • 
£•&. Proposition: Let T1A contain a nearly 4-free ob-
ject e of A, e6 >0 be an ordinal, A have colimits fro® If̂  
and Y compress colimits from 3^ • Then L* « L^ * 
Proof follows from similar computations as in the proof 
of 2.5. 
2*7. ifiKia* **•* Ti4 contain a nearly 4 -free object 
e of L0C and V compress colimits from *£0 . Then any na-
tural transformation € t L0—** S inducing the identity on 
K into a left 4e? -faithful functor S is pointwise mono. 
Proof: Let c c C and ̂  , x2 e VL0 c with V(6C) (oc^) = 
sVCs^iC^^) . Since V compresses colimits from *60 , there 
are mv. 6 it . £» : tmi — * c and %i e VT/ww with 
VL0C£^ ) Cx^) ** ̂  for -t,* 4,2, . Since T is full, there 
exist morphisms )U^ of _M domaining in e with TC*^) »r 
= f^T/m,
 C ^ > for -t -» 4, 2 - It holds SC^)«6^L aC^* 4)-L. 
* (U-^CVCe^Xoc^. (^sc^^o^^a^ * SCf^*^) by the natura-
lity of € and oc . The left { ft J -faithfulness of S yields 
V f * £ a X a * ̂ ^ e r * { ^ L e e < V
s ^ ^ 
.s.LeCf4)TC^)»L0Cf2^1).«r(aL cCx2).Since ^ i s mono, #4 » x^ and 
therefore 6* i s pointwise mono. 
2 .8 . Theorem. Let Tik contain a nearly *\ -free object 
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of L 0 C , l e t A have and V compress col imi ts from *£0 * 
Let }i be .dense in C , any a s A have a proper c lass of 
objects of A isomorphic with i t and l e t there ex is t a ful l 
embedding S extending T . Then L 0 i s a f u l l embedding. 
Proof: L0 i s f a i th fu l by Proposi t ion 1 from [93 , and 
l e f t M - f u l l by 2.7 and 1 .1 . Therefore L 0 i s fu l l by 1.9 
and 1.6. 
This r e s u l t general izes Proposi t ion 4 from t9]» 
2.9. .Definition* We c a l l a functor L t C—*> A "V-co-
vered (with respect to -M ) i f the family iVL(£) /m c Jl > 
f • rrn,.—^ c? i s j o i n t l y e p i . 
2.10. Lemma. Let A have and V compress colimits from 
^ or <£ .Then L^ or hM resp. exists and is V-covered. 
Proof: If V compresses colimits from 5f0 ,then V(AC ) 
is epi for any ordinal «c* and any c s C . Thus there is only 
a set of hc and therefore- L ^ exists. Further, 
iVL^Cf) / f : mv — > e , tm, cJl? is jointly epi because V 
compresses the colimit L 0c » Cowm, ( C K ^ c ) — > JA—-•* A ) 
having-f L0Cf)/
/f: vm.—* c , /m, 6 JA I as components of the 
colimiting cone for any c c C . Since V compresses coli-
mits from %^ C*^) and any X is a natural transformation, 
the assertion holds . . 
If f. : cu • ^—*> cu is a family of monies of A having 
a limit in A , then a component of the limiting cone with 
the eodomain o> is monic which is called an intersection of 
2.11. Lemma * Let A have and V preserve finite limits 
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and arbi t rary in te rsec t ions . If A has coequalizers and co-
l imi t s from <£0 , then "X exis t s and if V compresses them, 
then X i s V-covered. 
Proof: Let c e C and *i s rv a* VL0c x VL0c be the 
monic defined by the equivalence r*j . Let cL: J2r—>L0cxX0c 
be the intersect ion of a l l monies £ i #—*• L 0c x L0c of 
A such that -i can be factorized through V£ . Since V 
preserves in te rsec t ions , *l » YCcDie^ for a unique mapping 
Jfe . Let ^ , ^ 2 s L0c x L 0c be projections and ^ a coe-
qualizer of /fyd and ^2oL •
 I t holds VC-ft) VCft^) <* as 
sV0fOV(^2)-i/ . Let f :L0c—s» cu be a morphism of A with 
V " ( £ ) V ( ^ H =» V<£)V(*|*a)i' and 9, an equalizer of £fycL 
and f ^ 2 d . Since V preserves f i n i t e l imi t s , VCg*) i s an 
equalizer of VCffyd) and Y(£^t2d) .Since V C f ^ c l ) ^ « . 
« VCf-fOi =* V ( £ ^ 2 ) i * VCf/ja^oL)^ , there i s a unique A2 
with VC<j-)Jfe/2 ** ^vj •
 H e n c e V(dtfr)k,gss j , and the definition 
of d yields tha t VC^) i s iso# Thus V(£fyd)«Vff-fi^cL) and 
f/fv.cl ss f/jv2<A . There i s a unique morphism Jt> of A such that 
Jfevfv = £ . Hence X c * ^ . v 
Thus L ex i s t s , when A has coequalizers and colimits 
from ^ , If V compresses them, then V ( K C ) i s epi for 
any c e C and L0 i s V -covered by 2.10 and therefore L 
i s V -covered. 
Conversely, i f L ex i s t s , A has and V preserved kernel 
p a i r s , then X c i s a coequalizer for any c e C . 
2.12. Lemma. Let L be V-eovered. Then -CVL(JH')/M, : 
» c — ^ ,m, *>v gJ i ^ i s jo in t ly monic for any c e C . 
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.Proof: Using the naturality of X it can be proved that 
VA is epi for L is V-covered and then, by the definition 
of L j that Lemma holds. 
§ 3. Fulness in concrete setting 
3»1» Proposition: Let LJ C—**A be a faithful functor 
extending T such that VL & XL and M inductively generate 
C . ThenL is right id -full. 
Proof follows from 1.4, 1.5 and 1.7. 
(A,Y) has the property of transfer if for every object 
<h of A and for every bisection £ from Vo, onto an arbit-
rary set x there is an isomorphism £' of A such that 
V(£') *»£.CC,U) has the property of unicity, if every iso-
morphism £ of C such that VC£)ssldL is an identity (see 
[83)* A full embedding L « C — > A such that VL m U is 
called a realization (see [7l). 
3.2. Theorem. Let CC,U) have the property of unicity, 
CA,Y) of transfer, -M inductively and protectively genera-
te C . Let L : C—* A be a faithful functor extending T 
and let there exist a natural isomorphism between U and VL 
inducting an identity on K . Then there is a realization C—> 
—* A extending T naturally isomorphic to L . 
Proof: L is full by 1.4, 1.5, the dual of 3.1 and by 
1.6. The rest of the proof follows from L8l , Lemma 1.5. 
3»3» Theorem. Let <C,U) have the property of unicity, 
CAjV) o# transfer, A have and V compress colimits from 
%„ , Let J4 inductively and protectively generate C , coge-
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nerate C and contain a 4-free object e of C such that 
Te is a 4 -free object of A . Let p , % U — * CCe,- ) , 
^ , y — > ACTe, -) be corresponding natural isomorphisms, 
(3: CCe,-) — * ACTe, L0 - ) a natural transformation defi-
ned by (%c (£) m \ (£) and C f,
mA . l*0 ft . <u,)X be an identi-
ty. 
Then L0 is a realization. 
Proof: Since M cogenerates C, L0 is faithful by 
2.3 and 1.2 and therefore (i is mono. Hence the composition 
«6 =• {Sir* • I*0 /& • fi/ s U — > V L 0 is a natural mono transfor-
mation. p X is iso because T is full and 4YIr0 <£) / t m . c .M , 
£ j tm, —-> c | is jointly epi by 2*10. Therefore oc is epi. 
Hence oc is a natural isomorphism and L 0 can be chosen as a 
realization by 3.2. 
3»4. Theorem. Let CC , U ) have the property of unicity, 
CA 5 V ) of transfer, A inductively and projectively genera-
te C , \U(Jh?l/h, i c—*- /wv , rm, e A f be jointly monic 
and •CUC£)/£: m,—> c , rtn, c M ! jointly epi for any 
e c C . Let T be a realization and L s C—** A a V-covered 
functor extending T such that iVh(Jh,) /Jh, i c—*>/rn, rm>m)i} 
is jointly monic for any c e C . 
Then there is a realization C — * A extending T natu-
rally isomorphic to L • 
Proof: Since <U(M,)/to,: c—> m, rm,€M1 or 4U(£)/t: 
• tm, • e, /m-cit ? is jointly monic or epi, id cogenerates 
or generates C , respectively. Hence L is faithful by 1.2. 
Let c 6 C and define a mapping occ: Uo»—*> VLc as follows: 
oc,aCx)«yLC£)C*) if * = UC£)G&) for £ • m. —* c, /m, e & . 
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X e tt/m, .Indeed, <cc i s a mapping because any x i s equal 
to a tt(£)C*,) and U(£^)(zA) =-UC£2)C*2) for £K% «m^—> c f 
m. e M , x• e m • implies tha t VL (&,£„ )(z*) m VTC^f.) (z.) m 
= U(>vf^)C^) = UC^f£)C«2)-rVLC^f£)C^) for any Kx c~±fm,,meM 
for T i s a rea l iza t ion and therefore VLCf^X*^) « VL(£2) (x%) 
because iVh(h,) / fa i c—> m, ffiv«Ml i s jo int ly monic. Let 
K44. x a e U c , ^sUC£^)C%4,) .Since ^ U ( ^ ) / A { c—> mi,/rrte.Mi
l 
i s joint ly monic, there i s Jfa i c—>rm> with VLC^f^ )(Zj) -=• 
» U C * , ^ ) ^ ) * UC^££)C*a) » TL(^f2)C» j 2) * Hence «cc i s 
mono. Since L i s V-covered, ccc i s ep i . I t i s easy to com-
pute that occ are components of a natural isomorphism oc: U—> 
—*VL . Thus the Theorem follows from 3*2. 
A full embedding L : C—> A i s called a pseudorealiza-
tion in [83 when Uc £ VLc for any c e* C and these inclu-
sions are components of a natural transformation U—> VL . 
3«5« Theorem. Let the suppositions from the f i r s t se-
quence of 3.4 hold. Let T be a pseudoreal izat ion,T exist 
and be V-covered. Let for any mj>eJL, e e C - M and £, t 
* fffx,—> a in C there exist m, e ti and JfaQ s e—> m with 
the following propert ies: 
a) for any y, e U/n, - tt(^09.)(ttmt) there are A>9 A> \ rrb—*rn, 
such t h a t &4>'Jv0fy -s A>M,Q<^> U (fi>')(/$,) -a <%, and U(fc)C^) #. ^ ; 
b) for anymt'cM and Mi c—> mf t U ( t ) / t : rmf—> m,9tJh^sr-b
fH0<^ 
for a t' t m,—*-m} i s jo in t ly monic. 
Then L i s a pseudorealization. 
Proof: Put W a « 4 * e Y a , / x » V C £ ) C # ) , m i e U,£: T<m,~*> a, 
and » € U m t } and W(o^) = V(< )̂/W*a, for any g,j a>—> r̂* in 
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A . Evidently W: A—** Z/nA> is a functor and W T « U be-
cause T is a pseudorealization. Let A' be a full subcate-
gory of A consisting of all objects of A isomorphic with 
an object from LC and K' be the restriction of W onto A'* 
For proving that Vf' is faithful it suffices to show that 
W' is faithful on L C . Let a , d « C and ̂  4= 9^ : 
. Lc—»• Lot . Since L is V-covered, there exists . m e m. 
and £1 rm,—**c such that o^LCf) 4-t^aLC£) .By 2.12 the-
re is m e Jft and Jh, $ €L—> m such that Z(H) <faZ (£) 4s 
4r LCJH-J^LCf) . Further, X CJ&v)^ LCf "l-LOt^) for K^ 1 
: /r̂  — > ,-m,^ *l » 1, 2, and U C ^ ) 4. U C ^ 2 ) . Thus there is 
Z c Umv such that VLC^)Cx) 4= VZ (&%)(&) 9which implies 
that W'C^.) + .W(fra) • 
If we show that L is "W -covered, then the Theorem will 
follow from 3.4 applied to the concrete category CA', W ) in-
stead of to CA,V) . Consider e € C and * € W'Lc . There 
is m, 6 J&, ̂ : /m, — * c and as € V 1 W with * s VL C9-O (at-) 
because L is V-covered. Take m, and fo0 for this 9. . Since 
*eW'!E.c, ^ • VLC*v0)C*)cllm- .Further ^ e VL(Jk,0fr)CUm,) 
because otherwise taking h and /&' for this /̂ - we get a 
contradiction. Namely, /$ a VZ(&')(*y>) m YX (*fJh,0 9*) (z ) m 
« VL (b*'to,Q 9,)^)= VLC*VK^) + K- * Hence ^ • Vl C&0 9>)Y*<r) for 
some 4tr e U<m- . Suppose that VLC&,K,x) 4* VZ C Jh, 9.) f a*) 
for an Jlvj a—* /m/ and /m/ 6 .R . By b) there are t s /m/-~• m, , 
t': m, —»> m, with V L C i X ^ ^ * VL(tHq<)(w) 4. VZ (itJk,) (x) m 
• VLCtJk^K*) m VZ(t'Jh,Q$,)(*)*sVZ(i'to,Q)(x) , which is a 
contradiction. Hence x = VL C9,) C^) by 2.12 and the proof 
is accomplished. 
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3*6* Remarks: 1) Conditions ensuring in 3.4 and 3.5 that 
T, exists and i s V-covered, are yielded by 2.11 or 2.5 and 
2.10. 
2) If <U<£>/£i m—> c9rm>ejl} i s not always jointly 
epi, then TI'c » UiU <£)CtI/mO/£t /nt—*>c, m, m & } defines 
a new concrete category CC, W) which shares with CC;1£) 
a l l other suppositions of 3.4 or 3.5* 
3) Condition b) can be replaced by the following one: 
YE(Jh,0)Cx4> - VI (Jh0) U2) for *A , xfl € TL c implies that 
Y.L(IOC.x,j) « V-&CJ )̂C«a) for any Ms a—>m> and mv « JA . 
3«7» Theorem. Let CC,IX) have the property of unicity, 
(AjV) of transfer, Jit inductively and protectively generate 
C > cogenerate C , l e t A have and V compress colimits from 
ĴL , Let M contain a 4 -free object e of C and for any 
m v « « M . , c * C - i i and %>% mv—*> c of C there exist a coge-
nerator m* « H of C and Jh.; e—^m* such that 
O ; 
a<g) for any permutation i' of Um* interchanging precisely two 
elements of tfcr* there is a morphism is m>—> m, of C such 
that UCt) « t' , 
a2) oon^ ( t U - ttCJfe ̂KSflit-)) ;> 4 
and b) from 3.5 hold. 
then L^ is a pseudorealization. 
9Ms theorem is a slight generalization of theorem 1 from 
[103 (use 2.10 and 2*4) .Conditions a^) and a£) imply a) 
(see [103). 
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§ 4* Binding categories 
If AJL> is a regular cardinal, then a category J is cal-
led 4*.-filtered when J is not empty, to any family i ^ } 
of less than AJU objects of id there is £ e J and morph-
isms £4,-—-* #• for any \* and for any family -Cf^l of less 
than AK> parallel morphisms of J there is a morphism £ of 
J equalizing all £^ . It follows that any diagram in J 
having less than AM, morphisms is a base of a cone in J • 
4.1. Lemma. Let W * irm eH / there is c e C - M and 
a morphism m,—» c in C \ be non-empty and contain any 
colimit in C of a diagram in M.' having less than AJU mor-
phisms. Then the comma category C X ^ c ) is ^ -filtered 
for any c c C « 
Proof is evident. 
Let ^ be a regular infinite cardinal, A& the comple-
te graph (with loops) having AM, vertices and j[ , £, or £ 
the complete graph without loops having one, two or four ver-
tices respectively. Let C ^ be the full subcategory of the 
category of undirected graphs composed of all connected 3-
colourable graphs and the graph m.^ having JJU and 4 as 
components and M ^ the full subcategory of Z4H0 determi-
ned by £ , m^ and the graph f i ^ having AJC copies of 
2 as components. C ^ is binding for the category of con-
nected 3-colourable graphs (see[ll]). Let U be the usual 
forgetful functor of the category of graphs. Any restriction . 
of U onto a full subcategory will be denoted by the same 
letter. 
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4.2- Theorem. Let ( A , V 1 have the property of t rans-
f e r , .A have and V preserve f i n i t e l im i t s and arb i t ra ry in-
te rsec t ions . Let AHs be a regular i n f i n i t e cardinal , l e t -A 
have and V compress coequalizers and small AL - f i l t e r ed 
col imits . 
Then A i s binding if and only i f -M^ can be fully em-
bedded into i t . 
Proof: If A i s binding, then any small category can 
be fully embedded into i t (see [3J ) . Let -M^ be ful ly em-
bedded into A • 4V(Jfay/Mi c — > 4 1 i s j o i n t l y monic for 
any c e C ^ (see t i l ] , (a) of Lemma 1 ) . Thus, there i s a 
pseudorealization T ; J i ^ —> A by Theorem 1.8 from £83 
i 
because £ , fnm e Jd^ and 4 s a t i s f i e s a^) from 3.6. Jd^ 
protect ively generates C^ ,for /n^ does (see t i l ] , (b) of 
Lemma 1) and inductively generates d * ,for -fi^ does. Since 
there i s no morphism from 4 to a 3-colourable graph, (Kbc) 
i s MU - f i l t e red essent ia l ly by 4.1,which can be verified by 
consideration of coproducts of l e ss than AX* objects and co-
equalizers, because M need not contain coproducts of £ , 
for those are subgraphs of Jp,^ and any morphism from such a 
subgraph into a connected graph with a t l eas t two vert ices 
can be extended to the whole 41^ . Following 2.11, L exis ts 
and i s V-covered. Finally, l e t 01 e M ^ , c e C^ - JA^ and 
fy * fffo —•> e be a morphism of C^ . Take tru-m m^ and M,0 -
: c - - > m ^ such that U(M,Q)(Ue) £ AX, and U(Jh,0)/U(ty)(Uan,) 
i s infective. Then a) holds because a^) and a^) from 3.7 are 
sa t i s f ied , b) holds for -fUCt )/ti/mf—* M> } i s jo int ly monic 
for any m''m M and kty can be factorized through ^fy for 
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any A - c — > AM, . Therefore Theorem 4.2 follows from 3.5. 
4.3. Corollary. Let ^ be a regular infinite cardinal* 
An equational class A of algebras having less than A&> -ary 
operations is binding if and only if M ^ can be fully em-
bedded into it. 
4.4. Remark: 4.2 and 4.3 remain true if we suppose that 
•&<«/ -*t.i* ca11 °e pseudorealized into A instead of M^ ful-
ly embedded. 
Let C be the full subcategory of the category of undi-
rected graphs determined by all connected 3-colourable graphs 
and the graph 4 and M the full subcategory of C composed 
of £ ,2, and 4 • it is the testing category from Clll. The 
following result is given in T10] for co-well-powered A and 
this additional supposition can be left out by 3.7. Similar-
ly, co-well-poweredness can be omitted in Theorem 3 of [101. 
4.5. Theorem* Let (A,y) have the property of transfer, 
let X have and V compress colimits from ^^ . Then A is 
binding if and only if M can be fully embedded into it. 
Finally, supposing the existence of many measurable car-
dinals we shall give an example of a non-binding monadic ca-
tegory containing any small category as a full subcategory. 
Let P~ : £rtu> —.*• E/rivfe be the contravariant power set 
functor, i.e. P""x » e*>p, x and P~(.t?) (z) »£" z for £ s 
; x —*- f$, arid * £ <y* . 
4.6. Lemma. Let (A,y) be a monadic category and Y 
have a right adjoint. Then (A0**, p~ y ^ ) ia monadic. 
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Proof: Following [53 , (Em* , P~ ) is monadic Hence 
J*" has a left adjoint and creates split coequalizers. Fur-
ther, Y^ creates all colimits because V is monadic Put-
ting all these facts together, fV**1* has a left adjoint 
and creates split coequalizers and therefore is monadic by 
Beck's precise tripleability theorem. 
We recall that CM) denotes the following assumption: 
There is a cardinal AK, such that every ultrafilter closed 
under intersections of <v& elements is trivial. 
4*7. Example: Let awn, CM.) hold, (A,Y) be the catego-
ry of all algebras with two unary operations, where V is 
the usual forgetful functor. By 4.6 (Af^f Y~ V
lrfl') ±a mona- -
die Since A is binding (see Til), any small category can be 
fully embedded into A*** , By [41 B̂ vt>0^1' cannot be fully em-
bedded into A and therefore A*** is not binding. 
By 4.5 and 4.7 there is no colimit compressing faithful 
functor l,mj9^—»> E/rvb , under m&ru (A ) . 
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